SO-8000 SōLIS Stereo Bluetooth Vacuum Tube Audio System

Listen to Amazing Studio Quality Sound

Available Late June

Vacuum Tube Technology - Pure Sound
Audiophiles have long prized amplifiers with vacuum tubes for their smooth, musical and highly detailed sound. The SōLIS SO-8000 pairs a tube preamp section with a solid-state power output stage to achieve the best of both technologies – clean, crisp highs, warm, natural mids and the bass power and control of solid-state outputs. It’s a win/win for music lovers.

The SO-8000 has everything you need to enjoy big component-system performance in a compact package. The classic high gloss black cabinet finish is accented with two preamp vacuum tubes, and a Magic Eye VU meter to indicate amplifier output. Each two-way bass reflex speaker takes up less than 7” of shelf space, yet will startle you with their life like clarity and room-filling sound.

The SO-8000 includes Bluetooth for wireless streaming from your phone or Bluetooth device, and two auxiliary inputs for connecting other wired devices - great for listeners who have multiple music sources. The unit delivers 2 x 17W (RMS) and operates on 120V AC power.

Leave no note unheard with the SōLIS SO-8000.

MSRP: $549.99
Features:

- Bluetooth v4.0 with aptX™ for High Quality Audio Streaming
- Frequency Response: 20Hz ~ 20kHz
- Low Noise and Distortion
- 2 x 12AX7 Amplifier Vacuum Tubes
- 1 x 6E2 Magic Eye VU Tube
- Audio Inputs: Aux-in x 2 (RCA Jacks) or Bluetooth
- High Input Sensitivity and Impedance
- Hi-Fi 2-way Bass Reflex Stereo Speaker System with Removal Fabric Mesh
- Output Impedance: 4 Ohms ~ 8 Ohms
- Output: 2 x 17W RMS
- Power: 120VAC ~ 60Hz